Introducing the zero fee crypto
exchange you can trust.
( PXEX)
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INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrency exchanges are platforms that facilitate the
trading of cryptocurrencies for other assets, including
digital and ﬁat currencies. In this environment there is an
absolute necessity to secure digital assets through a number
of mechanisms to reduce the risk of theft/loss due to malicious
activities such as fraud.
Cybercrime affects all aspects of our world, and
cryptocurrencies and exchanges are prime targets as the
cybersecurity standards and best practices are not adhered
to. We know there are cryptocurrencies and exchanges
popping up everywhere, but we don't see them as
competition because we know the vast majority won't be
around – just long enough to make a few bucks.
ParadyneX is the digital exchange you can trust – we're
here for the long haul.
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INTRODUCTION

At ParadyneX, we are keenly aware of malicious actors
continuously trying to make your assets theirs. It's one
of the reasons we put a high emphasis on security – it's
our job to keep criminals out so you can store your digital
assets with us with peace-of-mind. Think of it this way,
we do the heavy lifting and you're looking awesome.
As you know, a prevalent issue with many crypto exchanges
is how transactions are cleared and settled via their
platforms – improper transaction clearing and settling
can lead to waste. ParadyneX uses technology that allows
us to nearly instantly complete all steps of a transaction
(authorization -> clearing and settlement); we are talking
about a matter of seconds. Why does this matter? In a
digital world where every second matters, this is huge.
You can buy, sell and trade with a few clicks, and know
that ParadyneX is ensuring everything is done properly,
quickly and secure.
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About ParadyneX

ParadyneX is entering the crypto world with a zero-charge
based trade, zeroed in on speed, reliability and security norms.
While most existing solutions offer to solve just one problem at
a time, our team is building an iron-clad secure, simple and
easy-to-use product based on public blockchain. We are working
on a private blockchain as well, since not every customer wants
their transactions made public. Think of rare art, collectibles and
the like – a buyer may not want the world to know that they
acquired a digital masterpiece; ParadyneX will facilitate that
conﬁdentiality. Entirely secure, streamlined and safe for
everyone involved.
A digital exchange that is incorporated, licensed and following
all KYC and AML standards and requirements. As a matter of
fact, we are extra stringent and verify each customer's
information manually. Why would we go to that extent?
Because we do our best to keep criminals out – they can go
play elsewhere.
As already pointed out in the introduction, our cybersecurity
measures will rival some of the best available – we want to keep
your assets in your hands…well, wallet.
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What To Expect
The ParadyneX Team combines a passion for blockchain
technology, crypto assets, and cryptocurrency to bring a
complete solution to the world of digital assets.

ParadyneX will enable at
least 90% of its assets in a
3rd party gold standard

The custody provider uses
state-of-the-art secure cold
storage

custody provider.

Provide our clients and secure

Putting the power of blockchain

access to their digital assets from

technology in your hands

anywhere their smartphone has

while we look after ensuring your

an internet connection

digital assests are safe and secure.
You can be conﬁdent, knowing
your digital assests are in good hands
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What we intend to achieve

We are building a world class crypto platform for global
growth – that's right Pinky, we plan on taking over the
crypto-world. Can't be done? They said the same thing to
a few guys who wanted to rule internet searching… We are
building an exchange that promises regulation, security,
and speed – the exchange and token that are accessible
from anywhere laws permit.
ParadyneX also introduced PXEX, its ofﬁcial coin. Having a
secure, separate coin to hold, stake, trade, and make
purchases makes PXEX the perfect investment. And because
it is a valid cryptocurrency, PXEX will be used in all aspects of
the business. All that while securing your other digital
assets in gold standard custody solutions.
Following the launch of the crypto coin exchange, we will be
introducing an NFT marketplace. The marketplace will be a
dedicated place for those seeking to sell, buy or trade
extraordinary NFTs, while keeping your collection secure.
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What we intend to achieve

The growth and expansion of the ParadyneX network
will make a true one stop solution for all crypto traders,
enthusiasts and beginners alike. It's why we're making
sure that our app won't frustrate you – no hidden menus,
no special patterns.
But the NFT marketplace is just one plan. We also intend
to introduce private blockchains. From special NFT
collectibles where the seller and buyer want to maintain
conﬁdentiality, to use in business operations around the
globe to enhance security and speed of transactions.
Re-imagine banking, real estate, escrow services and even
new construction being available on a private blockchain!
Possibilities? Endless. We are bound for the
stratosphere – buy in, strap in and enjoy the ride!
ParadyneX (PXEX) is the future – don't get stuck in
the past.
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Why Invest In ParadyneX
ParadyneX: a cryptocurrency exchange platform that is
creating a solution to provide the ability to purchase or
exchange the most coin and token pairs on a regulated,
compliant and secure platform.

Ultra-Fast & Secure
The most advanced exchange
available. Capable of over
10 million transactions per
second, while advancing the
highest levels of security.

The Most Coin Pairs Available
Preparing to contain the largest
coin pairs available on any
exchange. The newest and
hottest tokens added
before most others.

Reliability Integrated With Low Cost
An exchange that can handle the bull
market at any time. Offering fees that
will be some of the lowest in the industry.
Transparent fees with no hidden costs.
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Token Sale
Initially, PXEX tokens will be available via PRE SALE,
followed by two additional stages at different bonus levels.
Early investors will reap the most rewards – don't wait and
kick yourself.
These three stages and levels for sale of token would be in
place for 56 days.

PRE SALE
5 July 2021
14 Days

30% bonus
Soft Cap
$1MM

SALE STAGE 1

SALE STAGE 2

19 July 2021

14 August 2021

25 Days

17 Days

15% bonus
Hard Cap

10% bonus
Hard Cap

$5MM

$3MM
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Road Map
ParadyneX is working hard to meet milestones. A road map
has been put in place to achieve this.
Below is an outline of our road map.

2019 Q1

The Idea

Brainstorm of Products

Research
2019 Q4

Establishing where holes can be ﬁlled
Strategic Plan

Layout
2020 Q4

Research on best viable options for
exchange. Establishing groundwork
for regulations and security
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2021 Q1

Funding

Business Plan & Pitch Deck completed
Public ﬁnancing & Seed funding
options targeted

The Movement
2021 Q2

2021 Q3

2021 Q3

Funding options targeted
Final Steps for implementation

Token Pre Sale
Pre Sale of Token Initiated

Token Sale
PXEX Press Tour
Global sales of PXEX token

Exchange Open
2021 Q4

Public opening of fully regulated
and secured exchange.
Expansion of global availability.
Expansion of coin pairs
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FAQs

What is ParadyneX?
ParadyneX - Your Trusted Crypto Exchange - Regulation and
compliance driven exchange, with future digital asset features.

What is PXEX?
PXEX has been deployed to be the native coin for all of
ParadyneX business needs. Including but not limited to crypto
exchange and NFT marketplace.

How can I participate in the PXEX token sale?
The PXEX token sale will be done in 3 phases. pre-sale, stage 2
and stage 3. Follow the timer at top of the page to ﬁnd out
when the sale dates and times begin. During sale times links
to purchase will be placed. You may also subscribe to our
newsletter which will notify all parties as to the start of the sales.

How do I beneﬁt from the PXEX Token?
Beneﬁts come in time, as is with any crypto currency time
ultimately tells how your investment may go. Being our coin is
the native token used in our exchange the token is expected to
increase value very rapidly.
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CONTACT US
Do you have questions not answered in the FAQs then you
can do well to contact us.

Phone: +1 (251) 270-3030
Email: web@paradynex.com
Location: ParadyneX, Inc. 30 N. Gould St, STE R
Sheridan, WY 82801
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